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LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT
Dear Foodbank Family,
FY2021 was indeed a year of massive impact, and expansion in infrastructure and systems.
Your support empowered us to reach more than 294,855 families amidst food inflation and the high
cost of food in several parts of the country; bringing us to a cumulative reach of over 1,700,000 individuals served in 160 communities since inception. My appreciation goes to our partners, donors,
and volunteers for their support in cash and kind, partnerships, and time invested across all the 6
programs we run at the food bank. Our volunteer- community also continues to be generous with
their time; the total number of volunteers exceeded 3,000, the equivalent of the work of 36 full-time
employees.
An important milestone the foodbank reached in FY 2021 was the 100% increase in the number of
our partner NGOs thereby extending our reach to other states within Nigeria. We continued to help
improve the programs of our 100 partner NGOs by giving them access to raw food materials to serve
their communities. Also, we expanded our infrastructure through the opening of our new administrative building, operations warehouse, and an addition of two new coaster buses to our fleet of vehicles.
Looking forward to the Fiscal Year 2022, we have major goals in mind: (a) Improve on Research and
Policy (b) FurtherExpand Infrastructure and systems (c) Expand our programs reach to the Northeast
(d) Increase brand visibility and awareness (e) Double our Income.
With these goals in mind, we will continue to strengthen collaboration between our web of donors,
corporate bodies, partner agencies, volunteers, and the Government of Nigeria.
As an organization, we understand that the work that lies ahead of us is more challenging than anything we have ever faced especially as the price of food continues to soar and making it extremely
difficult for low-income families to access food. However, the journey we have embarked on for the
past six years has prepared us well for the future.
On behalf of the board and the millions of people we serve, I would like to thank our generous donors,
progressive partners, exceptional staff team, and amazing volunteers for their unwavering support in
helping us move a step closer to solving the hunger puzzle in Nigeria.
We know we can beat hunger, but only if you are with us!
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Michael Sunbola
LLM, MCIArb (UK)
FOUNDER.
LAGOS FOOD BANK INITIATIVE

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
TODAY AND FOR
GENERATIONS
TO COME.
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MISSION
The mission is divided into two
major parts:
1. To act as a front line agency
assisting those struggling with
malnutrition and hunger across the
country.
2. To act as a food warehouse with
branches in all the 20 local governments in Lagos and to partner with
other agencies that assist people in
need.
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- Commitment: We are committed to solving hunger
induced problems and providing related services
Compassion: We are motivated by compassion to reach
out to the poor
- Community: We collaborate with others who share our
goals of a poverty free nation
- Connection: We build a community of people that
connect with the needs of the most vulnerable in the
society
- Contribution: We do whatever it takes to add value and
contribute to deliver more services to our beneficiaries
through shared goals and mutual support

OUR CULTURE
• We encourage transparency
• We are result driven
• We honor our commitments
• We encourage growth
• We trust each other
• We are future minded
• We are innovative

OBJECTIVES

Vision: To be the Nation’s leading
Domestic Hunger relief organization that provides access to
sufficient and nutritious food for all.

OUR
CORE VALUES

VALUES CULTURE

VISION MISSION

VISION

OBJECTIVES
1. To address the problem of Malnutrition in children
under the age of 5 years, improve the nutrition intake of
pregnant women and lactating mothers.
2. To reduce the amount of food waste by promoting
sustainable conservation and redistribution of excess
food to the most vulnerable in the society.
3. To end poverty and malnutrition; enable sustainable
development in agriculture through family farming,
combat and adapt to climate change.
4. To enlighten the public on the importance of good
nutrition and healthy living.
5. To accept donations of food, food-related product,
money and other properties.
6. To empower vulnerable communities with skilled jobs
to put food on their tables.
7. To receive, inspect and store items for distribution to
vulnerable households.
8. To co-operate with other NGOs with similar objectives.
9. To be the first port of call for welfare and emergency
relief for disaster victims by providing co-ordination and
support in the distribution of foodstuff and relief items.
10. To ensure that support and information are consistently available to help guaranty the appropriateness of
emergency programs.
11. To work with other groups towards a solution to the
problem of poverty and chronic hunger in Lagos, Nigeria

OUR TARGET
BENEFICIARIES

30%
20%
10%
25%
10%
5%
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Seniors from ages
50years and above

Pregnant women and
lactating mothers

Patients of diet
related diseases

Children

Youths

Destitute
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ARTICLE
A SOCIETY FREE
OF HUNGER IS OUR
ENDGAME (SDG 2)
At Lagos Food Bank, we are passionate about doing whatever it takes to add
value and contribute to deliver more services to our beneficiaries through shared
goals and mutual support. By meeting the immediate needs, we are able help
create conditions that seeks to reduce the prevalence of hunger and diminish all
aspects of poverty and all that comes with it. A society where our beneficiaries
can thrive, be stable and succeed in their endeavors by providing them with basic food and self-care items, with resilience intervention programs by collating
their skills and connecting them with menial jobs opportunities available, training
and establishing them on small scale urban farming to cycle of poverty and malnutrition with improved income.
We are actively involved in the Zero Hunger Challenge (ZHC) by aiming to end
malnutrition in all its forms within Lagos and its environs. We continue to champion adequate health care by offering interventions and initiatives that seeks to
improve the nutrition and food intake of pregnant women and their infants. We
believe that giving back is important no matter how small because no one should
go to bed hungry and everyone deserve the right to good health. We offer grass
root responses tailored to local hunger needs.
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HOW THE FOOD BANK WORKS
DONATED
ITEMS

The food bank’s main source of funding, food items, fairly
used clothing, and other non-essential items comes from
Individuals, International Grants, Corporate organizations,
Merchandise (shirts), and Faith based organizations.

All these items are collected,
sorted and stored in the
food bank’s warehouse.

FOODBANK
WAREHOUSE

FOODBANK
PROGRAMS
Distribution is done through the 6 active programs to the beneficiaries.
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LEGUME

AREAS
WE SERVE
Mushin
Agege Community
Akoka Bariga
Awori Agege
Dopemu Agege
Ebun Otti, Maryland
Foodbank Premises
Iba Community, Ojo
Ijora Badia
Ikeja

Ikorodu
Ilasa Maja Community
Ishashi community
Ojo-Ajangbadi
Orile Agege
Orile Oshodi
Sagbo Koji Island
Somolu Community

Esa/Eyin Igbeti Community, Isolo.
Fagba Iju Train Station, Ifako Ijaye
Gbagada
Idi – Araba Community
Ijora Badia Slum
Mangoro community.
Ikotun Egbe Community
Ikotun Ijegun Community
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Adealu-Dopemu Community
Agala community
Agboyi ketu
Aguda Surulere
Ajegunle Agege
Ajegunle Dustbin Estate

Akoka-Bariga Commnity
Apata Street, Agege
Ayobo Ipaja
Canal road slum Ajegunle
Cement Agege
Community Hall, Amukoko Community.

Destitute ground Agege.
Destitute home, Ebute Meta
Dopemu community
Dustbin Estate, Ajegunle
Ebun Otti, Maryland Ikeja
Ebute Metta

LAGOS
Ilaje Araromi Community Ogudu
Ilaje community Bariga
Ilaje Ebute - Metta.
Ilasamaja Community.
Isale Oja, Agege Lagos
Itedo / Alpha Beach, Lekki
Iwaya community
Lone Street, Oworonshok.
Majidun Ikorodu Slum

Makoko
Matthew Street, Ijaiye
Mushin idiko
NCDC Office
Obalende, Lagos Island
Odunfa Slum Oworonshoki
Ogolonto / Majidun Ikorodu
Ogundimu Iwaya
Oke Eri Oworonshoki
Old Apapa Rd, Ebute metta

Olokodana Slum
Olowolagba community, Iwaya.
Oshodi community
Otto Ilogbo Ebute Metta
Otto Otunmara Community Oyingbo
Ottumara Ilaje slum, Ebute Metta
Oworonshoki Water Front community
Shasha-Akowonjo Community
Sogunro Iwaya Community Yaba
Topo, Badagry community.
Lone Street Oworonshoki

ENRICHING
INFANTS FOR
THE FUTURE:
Our nutrition experts provide tailored advice and
nutrition care to expectant mothers and children
because we recognize the importance of the first
1,000 days of life.
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“

I have been a volunteer with LFBI for
more than a year and a half and I’ve
been amazed at the efficiency and
care the organization shows its
volunteers and beneficiaries. I have
met some of the most dedicated
people who come together at times
when it is most needed. I would not
give up this volunteering for anything
as I learn and gain new and wonderful
perspectives with each encounter.

Ijeoma Chukwudi
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SOURCES OF FUND
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INTERNATIONAL
GRANTS

FAITH-BASED

MERCHANDISE

NGOS

SOURCES OF FOOD
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3%

5.01%

87%

4.9%

INDIVIDUALS

CORPORATE
DONORS

MARKET
PURCHASE

FOOD RESCUE

FOOD DISTRIBUTION MODELS

COMMUNITY
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MOBILE
PANTRY

SCHOOL
FEEDING

PARTNER
NGOS

WALK-IN

HUNGER IS THE
WORLD’S GREATEST
SOLVABLE PROBLEM:
As complex as it may seem, by working together
we can beat hunger and improve food security.
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IMPACT
FOR THE
YEAR

2021

641,207kg
Food & Sundry Distributed

Primary Health Care Centers

294,855

100 Partner
NGOs

195

25,000kg

Beneficiaries
Served

Job
Placement

357,136kg
Food Purchased

33,312hrs
Volunteer
hours

18

37 PHCs
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Food
Rescued

22,700kg
Food
Donated

IMPACT BY DATA
JAN – DEC

FOOD BY THE

NUMBERS

294,855

UNIQUE FOOD BANK USAGE

432,839KG
KG OF FOOD DISTRIBUTED
(189% INCREASE FROM LAST
YEAR)
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2021

FOOD BANK

BENEFICIARIES
132,685

FIRST TIME FOOD BANK USER

162,170

REPEATED FOOD BANK USER

OUR IMPACT APPROACH

Nutrition
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Maternal
health

Family
Farming

Education

Community
mobilization

Clean water
& sanitation

WE ALL HAVE A ROLE
TO PLAY IN ENSURING
A FUTURE WHERE HUNGER
NO LONGER EXISTS.
21
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HOW WE HELP
OUR PROGRAMS
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TEFAP
Our Temporary Emergency Food Assistance Program
(TEFAP) which fully kickstarted in April 2021 after the successful completion of the Covid-19 Emergency Food Intervention
Plan (CEFIP) is the largest program the food bank runs. This
program is targeted at providing immediate food, nutrition and
relief to a large number of vulnerable families in the nooks and
crannies of underserved communities in and outside Lagos
state.
In 2021, through our community interventions, mobile pantry
and walk-in distribution models, we successfully distributed
food, personal care, relief and sundry items to 251, 310 people
in 51 communities.

209,925

BENEFICIARIES REACHED

27, 600

VOLUNTEER HOURS CONTRIBUTED

458,657 KG

OF ITEM DISTRIBUTED
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FULL STOMACH
EQUALS ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE:
We reduce dropout rate among students
while increasing their academic
performance
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EDUFOOD
Education Enhancement Intervention for Food Insecure
Students (EDUFOOD) is a school lunch program that caters
for vulnerable and food insecure students in low-cost
primary schools in Lagos. The aim of the project is to improve
nutritional status and school attendance, increase ability to
concentrate and comprehend in class while reducing dropout
rates.

The Food Bank works with volunteers, partner NGOs and
schools in various communities to distribute and serve
nutritious foods to children in low cost primary schools
throughout the school year and the summer months.

Meal details: Meals consist of staple foods, animal
protein, low-fat milk and fruit. Meals are distributed
thrice a week during a designated time and the Food
Bank provides eating items too.
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Why EDUFOOD?
For a child suffering from hunger, going to school is not
important; having enough food to eat is. But we take it a step
further to ensure these children also have nutritious food.
EDUFOOD is an opportunity to help close the hunger gap
and bring students closer to recommendations for essential
nutrients (that they ordinary would not have access to) like
protein, calcium, iron, vitamins ACD and other nutrients
through food items like milk, fruits, vegetables, egg, fish,
meat, beans, rice, bread, etc.
MILK – it’s the number-one food source of 13 essential
nutrients in the diets of children but most families
cannot afford it.

3,102 CHILDREN
ENROLLED AND FED WEEKLY

20 SCHOOLS
ADOPTED
5412 VOLUNTEER
HOURS CONTRIBUTED
57,309KG
OF FOOD ITEMS DISTRIBUTED

NO OF
STUDENTS
REACHED

SCHOOLS SERVED

With over 2000 low cost schools in
Lagos, EDUFOOD is currently reaching only 20. However, with the help
of our beneficiary organizations and
volunteers across Lagos, we have the
capacity to scale the school feeding
program within and outside Lagos with
more funding and partnerships.

EDUFOOD
Reach

Total Low Cost Schools

STUDENTS SERVED
Population of students
in low cost schools

STUDENT FED
Chat comparing
2020 to 2021 for
students fed

3102

100,000
Top Partners:
- Beiersdorf - Nivea
- Mista Choco
- Oladele Fajemirokun Foundation
- IHS Nigeria Limited
- Mrs Funmi Osineye
- Kellogg’s Tolaram Nigeria
- AideMoney
- Olivia, Anakwe
27
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No of students
served

600

3102
2020

2021

TESTIMONIAL
I want to thank the EDUFOOD program for what
they do for my children. I was so surprised the day
my children came back home with their food and
they told me they were fed in school by a program
called EDUFOOD. Since then, I don’t give them
food or money for food to school and this helps
my family to save money especially now that food
prices are high.
I also noticed they feed them milk and egg that
is very expensive for my family to afford. I am so
happy about EDUFOOD, I thank them for the good
work and pray they don’t stop helping us.
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ONLY A WELL-NOURISHED
CHILD CAN GROW UP TO
BECOME A PRODUCTIVE
ADULT WHO ADDS
VALUE TO SOCIETY.
30
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NUMEPLAN
Nutritious Meal Plan Intervention for Vulnerable
Mothers and Children (NUMEPLAN)

No child should go hungry and Good health starts with
good food. At LFBI, we understand that there is a link
between mothers’ health and their children; and that
inadequate nutritional intake affects the health status of
women, therefore having a detrimental effect on birth
weight and early development of their children.
In order to ensure that food-insecure women and
children in Lagos state have the nutritious food they
need to grow, learn, thrive and tackle malnutrition and
poverty, the Food Bank started the NUMEPLAN program
to improve the nutrition of vulnerable pregnant mothers,
lactating mothers and under five children affected by
malnutrition.
In 2021, we enrolled 420 women and children into the
program and partnered with 37 Primary Health Care
Centre to ensure referral, proper assessment, nutrition
intervention and monitoring and evaluation of beneficiaries.

420 MOTHERS 31,402KG OF
ITEMS
AND CHILDREN FOOD
DISTRIBUTED
BENEFICIARIES SERVED
37 PHCS
PARTNERED
WITH

31

Top Partners:
- Beiersdorf
- Friska
- Belloxxi
- Baby Grubz.
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WHAT MAKES NUMEPLAN SPECIAL?

Eating healthy, balanced meals is especially challenging in our nation for the 1 in 3 kids and their families
who don’t know where their next meal is coming from.
Most families therefore focus on filling the stomach, rather than quality of what is consumed. However, through
NUMEPLAN, malnourished and food insecure children,
pregnant and lactating mothers have access to nutritious food items. Enrolled beneficiaries are usually supplied with food items like milk, rice, beans, oil, eggs, infant formula, etc. throughout the period of enrollment in
the program.
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TESTIMONIAL
Thank you Lagos Food Bank, because when I first
brought my daughter to the food bank, she was so
frail, she had skinny legs and was severely
malnourished. But now, she is looking so healthy
and I now carry her with pride, unlike before when
carrying her was worrisome because people abuse
me and were irritated because of how she looked.
My mind is now at ease, my child is healthy! Thank
you so much, I am grateful.
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NIDS
Nutrition Intervention for Diabetes Self-Management
(NIDS) is program designed for indigent adults living with
diabetes; the program seeks to improve the glycemic control
of people living with diabetes (PLD) in low-income communities
by providing them with free nutrition counseling and diabetesappropriate meals or foodstuff.

50 INDIVIDUALS
BENEFICIARIES SERVED

6,068KG OF FOOD
ITEMS DISTRIBUTED

Top Partners:
- Global OneWord
Healthcare Limited
- Friska
- Lifeberg
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TESTIMONIAL
I have been living with diabetes for 29 years and
started coming to the food bank 3 months ago.
I was amazed to see the changes in my body
system after I started coming for the NIDS
program. They give us the right food to eat and
also counsel us on diet, exercise and medication.
Contrary to my previous belief that diabetes is a
death sentence due to what people say, I am now
educated on diabetes management and know
it is not a death sentence. Now I know how to
manage my diabetes better and when I check my
blood glucose level I see the difference. I am very
grateful to Lagos Food Bank, God will take care of
you too.
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JOB
PLACEMENT
Access to Job Equals Access To Food
Lagos food bank job placement is a programme
established to reduce unemployment in Lagos state.
The program is designed to ensure substance and
independence amongst our unemployed beneficiaries. This is achieved by collating basic skills of our
beneficiaries and creating curriculum vitae for them.
These beneficiaries are then connected to prospective
employers who needs them.
In addition to the collation of the basic skills of beneficiaries, some of our beneficiaries are also trained on
basic entrepreneurial skills so as to improve their skill
set and employability.

667 ENROLLED
BENEFICIARIES
ACROSS 11 COMMUNITIES.

195 BENEFICIARIES
GOT JOBS
WITH A MEAN SALARY OF 45,000 WHICH
IS 50% ABOVE THE NATIONAL MINIMUM
WAGE OF 30,000 MONTHLY.
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CHILD HUNGER
IS SOLVABLE:
Together we can and are
doing something about it.
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FAMILY
FARMING
Through our Family Farming program, we promote
food security and sustainable livelihoods by identifying households in need for long-term nutrition and
livelihood support especially women and youth.
The program supports smallholder farmers (especially
women and youths) with intensive trainings that
includes both the theoretical and practical aspect and
then establish them with various small scale agricultural ventures such as Vegetable farming, Snail
farming (Heliculture) and Poultry production to provide
a stable and sustainable livelihood with an alternative
source of food and nutrition for vulnerable families.

210
PARTICIPANTS
ENROLLED.

Top partners
- HELPING OUT INITIATIVE
- FIRMENICH CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
- ESTEE-LAUDER
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VALUE OF INCOME
MADE PER BENEFICIARY.
This year, our family farming beneficiaries sold:

Vegetables
worth N33,000
Snails worth
N108,000
Chickens
worth N80,000
Total income worth

N221,000
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Leading to a
15% increase
in household
income
85% of produce
distributed were
consumed, thereby
strengthening
food security in
beneficiary homes

TESTIMONIAL
Mrs. Rofiat’s story is one we find quite touching.
A young woman who life wasn’t exactly kind to prior to
her meeting with the food bank.
Rofiat and her husband had been badly hit by the
aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic. Her husband had
been laid off his job at a factory where he worked before
the lockdown while Rofiat could no longer afford to run
her petty trading business. Living with no skills and job,
feeding herself and her family was a Herculean task such
that they had to rely on the giveaways from friends and
families before getting a meal for the day.
We met Rofiat during one of our need assessment
exercise where we found that her household income
was below the national monthly minimum wage of
N30,000. We enrolled her in our Family Farming program
where she was trained on how to grow crops and rear
livestock. Now, she conveniently runs her own backyard
poultry farm where she earns passive income enough to
take care of the needs of her family.
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HOW WE HELP
SPECIAL PROJECTS
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BREASTFEEDING
AWARENESS
WALK

On the 4th of August 2021, the volunteers and staff of Lagos Food Bank set out to create awareness and enlighten
members of the Ikeja community on the importance of Exclusive breastfeeding to the health of babies. The walk also
aimed to promote child health and survival, challenge the
status quo and support nursing mothers.
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VOLUNTEERS
WEEKEND
GETAWAY
Lagos Food Bank organized a two days’ weekend getaway in Badagry to
celebrate the achievements and efforts of volunteers in the year 2021. The
getaway was also to provide a unique opportunity for volunteers to share
values and promote striding efforts of good work amongst themselves while
having loads of fun at it.
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HUNGER: ONE OF THE
FEW CRAVINGS THAT
CANNOT BE APPEASED
WITH ANOTHER SOLUTION.
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WORLD FOOD
DAY 2021
On the 16th of October 2021, we implemented an outreach for vulnerable
families in Agege community in celebration of World Food Day 2021. World
Food Day is a special celebration for Non-governmental organizations that
are actively involved in providing food relief to the most vulnerable around
the world and an awareness for those who suffer from hunger.
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INTERNATIONAL
YOUTH DAY FORUM
To celebrate International Youth Day, a forum was organized for the
volunteers to explore the roles that youth play in transforming our food s
ystem and achieving Sustainable Development Goals.
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RAMADAN
OUTREACHES
During the holy month of Ramadan, we organized
several outreaches to provide thousands of fasting
needy Muslims with Iftar (the evening meal with which
Muslims end their daily Ramadan fast).
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WHEN ACTION
MEETS COMPASSION,
LIVES CHANGE.
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BENEFICIARY
ORGANIZATIONS
At Lagos Food Bank, we understand that it takes collective power and
effort to end hunger in Nigeria. In collaboration with other Non-governmental organizations, we are determined to help millions of Nigerians
achieve long-term food security.
This method of food distribution was created to mobilize and execute
innovative measures of getting food to more people in other parts of the

50
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country through a network of credible Non-governmental organizations
operating in different parts of the country.
In 2020, the foodbank partnered with NGOs covering communities in
Lagos alone, however, in 2021, we expanded to South West, Nigeria
(Ogun, Oyo, Osun, Ondo and Ekiti).

Through 100 beneficiary organizations, we were
able to serve 50,250 people across 130
communities in South West.

NAMES OF BENEFICIARY NGOs

BENEFICIARY
NGOS IMPACT

IMPACTS

27,261

IMPACTS

50,250

2020
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2021

Dreams from the slum Empowerment Initiative
Executive helping Initiative
Milecent Foundation
Pink food bank
Restructure Africa
Yagazie Foundation
Save the slum Initiative
Regalo Hope Foundation
Save a child Mission
Best Rescue Initiative
Save our women and girls Foundation
Linking Hands Foundation
Together for Needs initiative
Women Impacting Nigeria
Helpgate foundation
RAK development Foundation
Do Good Charity Initiative
Candlelight Foundation.
Clare Cares Initiative
Nikels Aid Foundation
Doctors Health Initiative
The Face Foundation
Rural Nurture Initiative
Pealim Foundation
Feed a mouth Initiative
Women of Inestimable Values
Remilekun Foundation
January Twenty Seventh Foundation
Yegi Initiative
The Heart Menders Foundation
Grannies Lounge
The Ahuva Foundation
Manna for life Foundation
Project Grey Nigeria
Precious Stones Foundation
Bakog Foundation
Romi’s Life Support
Street 2 school Initiative
Ovals Foundation
Milecent Foundation
Oldage Care Nigeria
Nikky’z Foundation
Ajani Support Foundation

Childhood Reform
Pad a girl Initiative
Care Galaxy Foundation
Skills and Virtues Alive (SKIVA)
Steer for New Born
Lend a hand Africa
Abbey Gov Foundation
Umbrella for the African Child Foundation
Preesim Foundation
Hope for the Slum Initiative
Be a Gift to All Foundation
Community Development Links Initiative
Lanre Ayoola Foundation.
Project Ark
Dream Foundation
Adlai Heroes Foundation
Opeogun Opemidayo Foundation
The Hope Place
Tosin Quota Foundation
Berkie Foundation
Peculiar Saints
Selfworth Organization for women development
My Child, My Treasure Foundation
Jadesola Jolaosho
Share Love Initiative
Smile with Layo Foundation
Akins Foundation
Yemi Golden Touch Initiative
Divine Intervention Impact Foundation
Infinity Great Achievers
Aremolekun Care Foundation
Camp Adeventure Africa Initiative
Ajegunle Food Bank
Give back Nigeria
Alat Foundation
Lofelofe Online
Grace Smile Foundation
Bread of Life Foundation
Adonai Empowerment Foundation
Eyimo Outreach
Jael Pearls Foundation
Mawumadoka Foundation

Estimated at
Risk of Hunger

8,450,000

We Know
•

Lagos Food
Bank Currently
Reachout to

Food Gap

6,655,145

1,794,855

We Believe
•
•

Total Population
of Lagos State

25,000,000
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An estimated 8,450,000 people
in Lagos are at risk of being
hungry and not getting help.

Hunger is solvable
Hunger has no place in Lagos
the epicenter of commerce,
innovation and prosperity.

We’re Determined
•
•
•

To lead the movement to end hunger in Lagos and
its environs.
To feed 50 percent more people in 2021
To implement solutions that end malnutrition
in all its forms.

WHERE OUR
FOOD GOES
45%
TEFAP

5%
WALK-IN

15%

PARTNER NGO

NUTRITION PROGRAMS

35%
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CUTTING FOOD WASTE IS
A DELICIOUS WAY TO SAVE
MONEY, FEED THE PLANET
AND PROTECT THE EARTH
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RESCUING FOOD
AND DELIVERING
MEALS
According to FAO, the global volume of food wastage is estimated at
1.6 billion tonnes of primary product equivalents; Total food wastage
for the edible part of this amounts to 1.3 billion tonnes.
As a means of positively impacting the food system and providing
nutrition, we prevent food waste by capturing and redirecting good
food that would otherwise have gone to landfills. Through our food
rescue program, we are able to collect safe food that would have gone
to waste and distribute it to people facing hunger. We partner with
food companies to solicit for food items nearing their Best Before date
thereby reducing food waste and making food available to people in
need. We were able to reach thousands of families including young
malnourished children via this means in FY 2021.
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CHECKLIST
FOR 2021
GOALS
The strategic goals are designed to guide the Lagos
Food Bank Initiative’s actions and decisions, which
will help shape the organizations evolution over the
next 3 years.
At the beginning of the year, we released our goals for
2021 fiscal year.
Here’s what we’ve achieved so far:

Acquired one 30-seater bus for easy logistics
with food bank activities.
Established one nutrition hub for the nutritious
meal plan intervention for vulnerable mothers
and children.
Expanded partner agency network by 100%
Increased volunteer intake and registration by
40% across Lagos.
Distributed over half a million KG of food and
sundry items through our programs
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“

I can honestly say that I get so much
out of volunteering for Lagos Food
Bank. I love helping people and feel I
was born to care. It is very satisfying
to know that you are helping people
cope with life by providing some
basic necessities. During the course
of volunteering, I get great enjoyment and pleasure from meeting and
interacting with amazing people who
make me happy.

Mosope Adelekan
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FINANCIAL
STEWARDSHIP

The financial information shown here is summarized from audited financial
statements for the year ending December 31, 2021.
For complete financial statements, including footnote disclosures, please visit
our website at www.lagosfoodbank.org

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021

ASSETS 											2021 			2020
NON-CURRENT ASSETS 				 				N 				N
Property, Plant & Equipment 									35,255,841			14,475,447
Intangible Assets
									140,000				120,000

Total Non - Current Assets 								35,395,841 		14,595,447
CURRENT ASSETS
Stock of Food Items 										20,946,865 			35,867,332
Prepayment 											6,294,444 			2,988,888
Cash at Bank 						 					197,267,568 			92,277,173

TOTAL ASSETS 										259,904,718 		145,728,840
ACCUMULATED FUNDS AND LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES
Accrued Expenses 					 					470,000 				300,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES 									470,000 			300,000
Net Income						 					250,121,587			136,115,709
Contribution by Trustees. 				 					9,313,131			9,313,131

ACCUMULATED FUND AS AT DEC.31,2021 					

259,904,718		

145,728,840

The financial statements were
approved by the Board of Trustees
at its annual meeting held on 26th
February, 2022.
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER, 2021.

INCOME 											2021 			2020
				 				 				N 				N
Cash Donation 					 					24,877,189 			77,463,562
Non-Cash Donation/Food Materials 								26,957,630 			215,482,943
Foreign Grants 											161,868,441 			53,788,352
Volunteers Membership Subscription 								2,806,900 			1,553,100

TOTAL INCOME 										216,510,160 		348,287,957
EXPENDITURE
Non-Cash Expenses
Donated Food Distributed 									41,878,097 			180,549,676
Cash Expenses
Value of Programs 					 					16,237,471 			15,952,540
Administrative Expenses 				 					44,388,714 			22,289,460

TOTAL EXPENDITURE									102,504,282 			218,791,676
NET INCOME 										114,005,878 		129,496,381
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ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES

												2021 			2020
				 				 				N 				N
Cost of Production of Branded items 								1,038,200 			757,050
Advertisement 											4,657,471 			5,096,198
Entertainment 											2,109,306 			504,000
Printing & Stationery 										469,965 				402,700
Venue Inspection & Security 									156,200 				147,000
Consumable 											269,000 				752,100
Transport Expenses 										902,047 				2,026,490
Laundry & Office Cleaning 									
68,200 				
145,000
Repairs & Maintainance 										3,212,344 			1,716,250
Fuel &amp; Gas 											530,453 				1,182,644
Rental Expenses 										86,200 				100,000
Telephone, Postage & Telecom 									546,500 				518,000
Bank Charges 											280,616 				210,348
Audit Fee 											300,000 				300,000
Office Maintenance 										
2,139,350 			
1,377,931
Warehouse Renovation 										7,242,550			0
Office Rent 											
3,194,444 			
911,112
Internship Allowance 										7,822,000			 2,473,875
Depreciation 											9,363,868 			3,668,762

TOTAL EXPENSES 								
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44,388,714		

22,289,460

2016
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2019

2020

2016

2017

2018

2020

N 102,504,282

N16,653,240

2019

N218,791,676

N10,579,241

N7,836,500

2021

N15,517,263

EXPENSE COMPARISON CHART

N 216,510,160

N348,287,957

N16,825,204

N17, 824,990

N14,718,978

N3,896,204

INCOME COMPARISON CHART

2021

CASH DONORS 2021
CORNERSTONE CIRCLE
N100,000,000 – N149,999,999

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
N300,000 - N599,999

BEIERSDORF NIVEA /GLOBAL FOOD
BANKING NETWORK

LIBERTY FAMILY FOUNDATION

1. HELPING OUT INITIATIVE
2. HELEN LA COSTURA
3. AWOBAMISE BOLAJI ARINOLA
4. KAMARU USMAN
5. SUNBOLA OLUWATOYIN ABIBAT
6. DEVORENT NIGERIA LIMITED
7. OHIRO OYINKANSOLA
FUNMILOLA

11. SABOR GOURMET LIMITED
12. VANDY OLUWAKEMI SHARON
13. OLUBODUN AGBALAYA
14. PAYSTACK MERCHANT SETTLE
15. AYOOLA ABIODUN IBRAHIM
16. EMERHOR-IWUAGWU ORERHIME ANITA
17. IMAGINARIUM LIMITED
18. JANE UZO UCHE
19. ODUSANYA BABALOLA ADEMOLA
20. OKOLI IKENNA
21. SEYI AJIBOLA
22. UBOSI IJEOMA SPARKLE

MISSION CIRCLE
N4,000,000 – N5,999,999

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
N200,000- N399,999

FOUNDATION CIRCLE
N50,000 – N99,999

ADM INTERNATIONAL

1. OMOLE OLUTOPE
OLUWAPELUMI
2. KAREEM ADEDAYO IDRIS
3. BEIERSDORF NIVEA NIGERIA
4. ADERONKE ABOLAPE ADETORO
5. ERIC CHIEDOZIE OPARA
6. RITE FOODS LIMITED
7. ALEXANDER DAVIDSON
8. ALONGE OLUWABUSAYO
9. OWOKONIRAN MOJIBOLA

ABAYOMI OLASHILE FATIMA
ADEJOKE AKINDOLIE
ADEJOKE BABINGTON-ASHAYE
ADETAYO TALABI
ADETOBI OLUWATOYIN GBADEBO
AISHAT ANIMASHAUN
MR AND MRS AJAO
AKEJU ADEOLA OLUWASEUN
ALIYU IBRAHIM SANI
ALLEN-OKORO OBIANUJUNWA
BO WESTERN BUCKLAND
DANJUMA SALOME WAKURU
EDEME LISA EYEREGBA
IBANKING TRANSFER-BIRTHDAY FUN
ITUNU KOLAWOLE
LIGHTHOUSE HUMANITARIAN
FOUNDATION
MOUHKTAR OLUWAFEMI ADEOLA
NKWOJI TOCHI CLAIRE
ODEMUYIWA OLAOLUWA A.
ODIATU ONYEKA ELIZABETH
ODION PETER IMOLORHE
ODUNLAMI OLAYINKA OYEBOLA
OGIDI MARYAM OLAMIDE
OGUNTONA TITILOLA ALAKE

VISIONARIES CIRCLE
N9,000,000 – N10,999,999

PURPOSE CIRCLE
N1,000,000 – N2,399,999
1. OLADELE FAJEMIROKUN FOUNDATION
2. HARVARD NIGERIAN STUDENTS’
ASSOCIATION
3. FIRMENICH CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
4. HALLI
5. FUNMILAYO OMOBOLA OSINEYE
6. GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR THE FUTURE
OF FOOD
7. SHITTU KEHINDE ADEDAMOLA
8. UNION BANK PLC

CHAMPIONS CIRCLE
N600,000 – N999,999
1.
2.
3.
4.

MONTEGO UPSTREAM SERVICES LTD
AiDEMONEY
UK ONLINE GIVING FOUNDATION
DHL INTERNATIONAL
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SUPPORT CIRCLE
N100,000 – N199,999
1. AJAGBE OLUWAMAYOWA O.
2. ADEMIJU ADEKEMI CHIBUZO
3. MOORE, IYEMIETEMI IBUKUN
4. SMARTHR SOLUTIONS LTD
5. OJUBA MOGBO EMMANUEL
6. ODEINDE ABISOLA
7. HANNAH KATES
8. ADEKUNBI TIWALADE ADEYEMO
9. O &O GADGETS LTD
10. HAKEEM I SEGUN-OK

OKPALA CHUKWUEMENEM
OLOWU,OLAMIDE OLUWATOSIN T
OLUWATOSIN PRECIOUS DADA-PHILLIPS
OSENI OLAYINKA ZAENABU
STERLING OPTIMAL PROPERTIES
UCHIDIUNO-CHUKWUKA EDITH ISIOM
YUNUS HABEEBAT MORAYO

ADVOCATES CIRCLE
N10,000 – N49,999
ABINA KAFILATETAERCORP LIMITED
ACCESSHR ENTERPRISES
ADEBISI ADEOLA MARIAM
ADEDAYO ADENEYE
ADEGBEMISOLA IBUKUNOLUWA ADEBAJO
ADEGBENRO ADESOLA EBUNOLUWA
ADEKOYA ADENIKE OLUWAFUNSHO
ADEKUSIBE, ADEGBEMISOLA F
ADEWUYI OLAWALE STEPHEN
ADEYINKA, TOIBAT ADEWUNMI
AFOLABI-JOMBO FAITH S.
AGBAJE ADETAYO RAMAT
AIMALOHI NAOMI OLAGHERE
AKEEM I SEGUN-OKI
ALLEN-OKORO KELECHI
AMELE BUKOLA TOBILOBA
AMUND OLUWATOSIN ADEOLA
ARAMI ESSENTIALS COS. NIG. LTD
AWOFISOYE DAMILOLA O.
AWOYINFA OLUWASEGUN ADEMOLA
AYO-ONIYE OLAYIWOLA JOSEPH
BABS-ENOCH OLUWATOYIN O.
BAKINSON ADEBUSOLA ADEOLA
BALOGUN RUKAYAT ABIODUN
BANKOLE ESTHER OLUBUNMI
BELLO ZAINAB AFOLAKEMI
BISOLA OLUWABUNMI AKINWANDE
BUKOLA OLUWATOYIN OLORE

BUSAYO ADEKUNLE ONIFADE
BWY:IBG/UTU/DONATION
CHRISTIAN OZEGBE
CHRISTIANA BEGUSA
DUROTOYE TIMILEHIN COMFORT
EBELE OJEAH
EFEMENA ANNE-MARIE ODU
EFEOMO BLESSING ASEKHAME
EKERIN ADEWALE RIDWAN
EMMANUELA O. EZIMOHA
ENORENSE IKPONMWONBA
ESEDO RAPHAEL CHINWUBA
EZIMOHA ANNE
EZIMORA CHIGOZIE
FAGBEMI ABISOLA, KUBURAT
FAITH S.AFOLABI-JOMBO
FALADE OLUWAFEMI JONATHAN
FAROMBI FOLAJIMI KOLEOLA
FAYOSE OLADIPO OLAKUNLE
FEED A CHILD SUPPORT
FLOY ENTERPRISES
FUNTO OSHUNMAKINDE
HUNTZBERGER SYNERGY LTD
IBANKING TRF FROM 5001936477
IDARA JULIET MONDAY
IDOGHOR TOBORE
IRIBIRI, DAVID TOLUWALOPE
ISMAIL OLUWATOMISIN ZAINAB
ISOKPAN ADESUWA
IYOHA, ONYEKA FAVOUR
JALO-WAZIRI MAIMUNA
JESULOLAMI SHALOM KOLAWOLE
JOHNSON OLATUNDE
KENSTONIA NGOZI EDENDE
LAGOS FOOD BANK INITIATIVE
LISA ESE UGBOH
MERCHANT SETTLE
MICHAEL CHUKW
MOB/UTU/7645134357/OLA
MOB/UTU/7977042554/TITHE
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MOB/UTU/8531110994/OLA
MOB/UTU/8876813302/DONATION
MOB/UTU/9502158653/EDUFOOD
MOJISOLA PLUMPTRE
MO&#39;S NATURAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
MUMEENAT BABASOLA ALAKE BABSANIMASHAUN
MUYIDE ABIMBOLA MAGRET
NNEKA HELEN OBI
NOSAHKARE IMASUEN
NWADI IFEOMA EVANGELINE
NWAGWU CHIOMA SHARON
ODION EHIDIAMEN OKONOFUA
OGUNBOLU MARY OLUBUNMI
OKOLI IFEYINWA UNOMA
OLAOSEBIKAN SULAIMON ABIODUN
OLATUNDE, ADEBOLA RUKAYAT
OLOMU EWOMAZINO LOTACHI
OLORE BUKOLA OLUWATOYIN
OLUDIPE A. OLADIPO
OLUMIDE MUMEEN SALVADOR
OLUSHOGA, OLAYINKA KUDIRAT
OLUWABUSOLA IYANUOLUWA AKINTAYO
OLUWADEMILADE ADEOLA FASUGBA
OLUWATOMILEYE TOLULOPE
OMOKUNGBE TITILOPE ADEYOSOLA
ONOWE AJULO METANASO
OSENI SEUN
OYOWE ROWOLI T
PASTOR AND PASTOR MRS AYELABOLA
PHILLIPS TEMITOPE IYAMIDE
PRECIOUS AMADASUN
PULLEN ABRAHAM UWA
RAHAMAN SARWIYAT ADENRELE
REF1751037317 BO IFO
REV/TUD IBG/UTO
ROE-UNIONMOBILE/PAYD/2348140233969
ROUGE TABLE
SAMSON OLUWASEYI FASASI
SAMUEL RIECK
SANNI OLUFUNKE

SEGUN J EYIARO
SHOGBANMU, ELIZABETH O.
SHONIBARE IDOWU ABIMBOLA
SHOPEJU ADEBOLA OLUWAPELUMI
SULAIMON TEMITOPE
TASIE NWOBIDIKE ALEX C
THREAD STRATEGY LTD
THRIVE FINANCIAL ADVISORS| OLAYEMI
OLUWAKAYODE
TOBA TOYIN JANET
ADEJOKE AKINDOLIE
TUMININU OMOTOYE
UKACHU STANLEY, EMEKA
VICTOR SAMUEL IBITOYE
WEBTR@4QTL0001
YETUNDE SODIJI

ANCHORS’ CIRCLE
N400 – N9,999
ABIODUN SARUMI/KALEED OYAKHILOME
ABOLAJI SIMBIAT ADEWUYI
ABOROWA, OLAOLUWA O
ABRAHAM TOLAMISE M.
ADEBIMISOLA SOTADE
ADEDIJI AYOMIDE EMMANUEL
ADEDOKUN MONSURU
ADEMUYIWA, ADENIKE RACHAEL
ADEORIKE OLAOTAN ADEOBA
ADEROJU KABIRAT OLAMIDE
ADETUNLESE OYINOLA OLUWASEYI
FCMB
ADEYANJU, OLUWATOSIN SEYI
ADEYEMI MOYO
ADISA OLUWADAMILOLA RILWAN
AILERU, FOLAKE KUBURAT
AIMA LOHINA OMIOLA
AJALA, ZAINAB TEJUMOLA
AJETUNMOBI OMOLARA HEATHER
AJIBOLA DISU

AKINJOLE ADETOLU MOTOLANI
AKINYEMI IYANUOLUWA OMOWUMI
AKPIFO ONOME OHWOVORIOLE
ALAGO OLUOMACHI
ALI SUFIYAN
AMAO YUSUF ONAOLAMIPO
ANIFOWOSE DOLAPO PRAISE
ANNALISA JOHN
ANUOLUWAPO DEBORAH
ASEMOTA HABIBAT AHMED
ATAN GLOBAL
AUDU GRACE ASABE
AWODANI OLUWAKAYODE EMMANUEL
AYILARAN HANNAH OPEMIPO
AYINDE LAWAL
AYODELE CHRISTIANA ADEBOLA
AYOMIPO OLUWATONI ONAMADE
AZEEZ AYINDE LAWAL
BABASANYA OSE PATRICIA
BAKARE ADERONKE FELICIA
BALOGUN OLAYEMI ADEBUKOLA
BENITA TIKU
BENJAMIN NKERINIM ELUAGWULE
BETIKU, OLORUNNISOLA
BLESSING OMOALO AGBALI
BODNEY EMMANUEL
BUKOLA AJAO
BUSOLA OPEMIPOSI AKEREDOLU
CHIBUIKE DANIEL IWUANYANWU
CHIMA SABASTINE AKUBUO
CHIOMA MARY MBAOMA
CHIOMA OHAERI
CHRISTIANA IGNATIUS
CLAIRE OPIA
DAMILOLA BRAIMOH
DAMILOLA OLAYEMI YUSUF
DIYA DAMILOLA JULIANA
DONATION FOR NOVEMBER
EKPO
EDOKPAYI DAVID
ENOCH OLUWATOYIN O.

ETIKO HAMMED OLUWADAMILOLA
FAGBO, TOPE LOIS
FAVOUR ASUELIMEN
FAVOUR IDEMUDIA ODIGIE
FUNMILOLA TEMITOPE OPEKE
GIFT OMORUYI
GLORY ASE
HANIFAH KEHINDE YUSUF
HASSAN MAHMOUD SAED
IBANKING TRF FROM 5002686841
IBANKING TRF FROM 5003087940
IBANKING TRF FROM 5004446140
IBG/UTU/DONATION
ILIKANNU ADAEZE JOSEPHINE
ILIYASU HABIBA
IMPERSONAL LEDGER
ITODO VICTOR EKOWO
IYERE OBEHI
JAMES OLUSEGUN DINA
JOSEPH OSHINAIKE
JULIET ORJIUDE
JUSTINA OPEYEMI AGBOOLA
KADIRI OLUWAFADEJIMI SARAH
KODINNANMA EZIKE
KOLAWOLE ITUNU J.
KOYE-AMAO GOLD OREOLUWA
LAWAL AZEEZ AYINDE
LAWAL TAIWO
MARY EBONG
MOB/UTU/7406823682/T
MOB/UTU/7507417785/LFBI
MSDAKHOUN4BUS9IJ
MUBARAK ABDULLAHI
MUNIRAT OLASUNKANMI SOMOYE
MUSA ASMAU MUHAMMAD
NFT UNIFIED PA/UBAPPOS PAYMENT
NGOZI EBEGBULEM
NKANOR MARYANNE W.
NNENNA GRACE OGBODO
NWAZAKU AFORMA VICTORIA
OBEHI BLESSING IYERE
OBINNA BENEDICT UKWUEZE
OBONG, DAVID ASUQUO
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ODEKUNLE, TAOFIKAT OMOBOLAJI
OGUNBANKE SOLOMON AYOMIKUN
OGUNDEJI ADEOLUWA PETER
OGUNDEKO OLAWALE AZEEZ
OGUNDELE GABRIEL N.
OGUNSANYA AKINYEMI ADEYEMI
OJO-IGBINOBA CYNTHIA UWA I.
OKOROAFOR BLESSING CHIOMA
OLA
OLAJUMOKE NURAT
OLATUNDE MAYOWA AYODELE
OLUKUNLE ISAAC OLUWOLE
OLUOMACHI B ALAGO
OLUWAFEMI OREKOYA
OLUWAPELUMI ADEFEMI
OLUWATOBI BAMIGBAYE
OLUWOLE OLUWASEUN
OLUWATOBILOBA
OMERE, AISOSA
OMIDIRAN OMOLARA
OMOLOLA MERCY OLOMOYEBA
OMOSOWON LATIFAT ABIOLA
OMOTOSO AYODEJI
ONOIGBORIA BOLUWATIFE
ONYEJIDO CONFIDENCE ADAEZE
OSUASHI JAMGBADI
PAYSTACK PAYME MERCHANT SETTLE
PAYSTACK PAYMENTS LIMITED
PLUMPTRE, MOJISOLA ADEYANJU
POPOOLA DAMILOLA OLATUNDE
POS TRANSFER
PRECIOUS
PUREVIEW PHOTOGRAPHY LTD
RAHAMAN, SALIHAT
REDA NABILREDA NABIL
SALAM OYINDAMOLA CHRISTIANA
SOYANNWO OLUWATOSIN ABIOLA
SPEEDWELL OPARA
STEPHANIE CHIBUNDOM G
T. YETUNDE FADIPE
THELMA OLUWATOBI BAKARE
THOEEB AYOADE
TIMIPAH ANDREW

TIMOTHY OLAKUNLE OGUNJOBI
TOLANI OLUWAFEMI OLADAYOTOLANI
TOLULOPE AWOYUNGBO
UCHECHI VIVIAN EJERENWA
UKEGBU ONUORAH
UNIFIED PA/UBAPPOS PAYMENT
VICTORIA OLUBUKOLA ALUKO
YEWANDE APATIRA
YISA ABOSEDE DEBORAH
ZAINAB TEMITOPE BALOGUN

FOOD AND SUNDRY DONORS
INDIVIDUALS

ORGANIZATIONS
5,000,000 – 10,999,999

100,000 – 499,999

Unilever Nigeria Limited

Mistachoco Chocolate Spread
Global One Word Health Care Limited
IHS Nigeria Limited
Friesland Campina
Kelloggs Tolaram Nigeria Limited

Beloxxi Industries
Nwando Ajene
Access Bank Plc
Cocacola Nigeria Plc
American International School, Lagos
Primlaks Nigeria Limited
Wana Sambo
Honeywell Flour mills plc
Lifeberg Foods Limited
Itel Mobile

500,000 – 999,999

1,000 – 99,000

Friska Farms Limited
Olivia Anakwe
RMB Nigeria Limited
Delifrost Caterers
Rite Foods Limited
Duru Bulgur

Mafis Bakery
Baby Grubz
Feistytees

1,000,000 – 4,999,999
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Funmi Osineye
Olivia Anakwe
Nwando Ajene
Ogunsanwo Oluwatosin
Monisola
Beatrice Ajayi
Peju Adeleke
Mrs Odebunmi
Shakirat Odebunmi
Joy Amuda
Olateju Banuso
Aminat Babalola
Ogunsanwo Oluwatosin
Adaora Ujene
Taiwo Adejugbe
Derin Adeosun

THE ESSENCE OF
PARTNERSHIPS
IN OUR WORK
In a third-world county like Nigeria, where the greater majority of the
population earns below average, hunger is a core menace, eating deeply into the soul of humans. An average Nigerian is plagued with the burden of referring solution to the big question, What will I eat today? To
survive, individual efforts have become insufficient. As such, it becomes
an intentional collective responsibility for individuals, organizations and
religious bodies to work together to achieve a common goal.
This is where the Lagos Food Bank Initiative(LFBI) continually plays
a major role. This humanitarian team of volunteers aim to: reduce the
amount of food waste by promoting sustainable conservation and redistribution of excess food to the most vulnerable in the society. To end
poverty and malnutrition; enable sustainable development in agriculture
through family farming, combat and adapt to climate change.
This is an aim that requires meticulous collective efforts to be achieved.
A single tree cannot make a forest. The individuals who established the
LFBI and government parastatals are not enough to feed the population
of over 10 million Nigerians who require their service in every nook and
cranny of thecountry. The only valuable assistance to achieving these
aims is meaningful partnerships. An agreement between Corporate organizations, individuals and the government of the country, working together with the LFBI is quintessential for poverty alleviated ending hunger among Nigerians. In the light of this, LFBI will continue to establish
meaningful partnerships with all and sundry until our aims are achieved
to the maximum.
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A funding partnership geared towards Capacity
building, infrastructural development, and
expansion of the food bank programs.

Funding and technical assistance partnership geared
towards providing the necessary resources to effectively
implement operations and build an effective food system.

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP

A partnership geared towards improving infrastructure
and logistics for the food bank. The goal of the partnership is to expand our existing fleet to aid the mobility of
volunteers during our community interventions.

A food processing and personal care manufacturing
company that helped supply our beneficiaries with
personal care items that keep them safe and healthy.

A partnership tailored towards our community intervention program. It focuses on doubling our reach by impacting more beneficiaries through the TEFAP program.

A funding partnership geared towards training and
equipping more women on self-sustenance practices
and urban farming.
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OUR
PARTNERS
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VISIT TO THE LAGOS STATE
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE
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PARTNER
WITH US
We still have a lot work to do, together
we can feed the hungry and help
improve the nutrition of Pregnant
women and children

1

Financial and
Food Donations

Lagos Food Bank Initiative relies on financial
sponsorship, food donations and Food rescue.
To donate to LFBI, kindly contact us.
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2

Volunteer

You can volunteer as an individual
or a group. Volunteers help with
several services during our monthly
outreaches and at the food bank

3

Offer your
Services

If you have a special skill like
photography, videography, writing
and graphic design, you can offer
your services by helping out.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

Abimbola Muyide-Olukoya - Programs Officer
Grace Anamelechi- Business Development/Program
Support Officer
Kehinde Adebesin- Nutrition Support/ Grant Writer

NAMES

Olabisi Okedoyin- Family Farming Program Officer

Mr. Michael Sunbola 		
				

LLB, BL, LLM, MCIArb (UK)
Managing Principal Pundit Barristers & Solicitors

Vivian Maduekeh 		
				

Msc. (Oxford); MIFST Managing Principal
Food Health Systems Advisory (FHS) AFRICA

Favour Latunde-Dada - Communications Officer
Tochi Nwosu- Finance Officer
Oladipupo Ajisegiri- Creative Director/IT Officer

Mr. Joses U. Aso 		
BSc (Food Sc. & Tech), MNIFST Fast food
				Establishment and Management Consultant

Kelvin Kyenge- Operations/Warehouse Officer

Rev. Dr. Ayodele Sunbola

Chair, M.D/CEO S.Ayus Properties LTD

Funmi Oyegoke- Communications Intern

Mrs. Ololade Asuku 		

MED,BA (Ed) Executive Admin. Jumia Nigeria

Kemi Vandy- Communications Intern

Abibat Hassan 			
BSc, MSc, Human Resource Executive -Sahara 		
				Group Limited
Mabruk Kunmi Olayiwola
Senior Associate Abdullahi Ibrahim & Co Legal 		
				Practitioners & Arbitrators

ADVISORY
COUNCIL
BOARD

OUR TEAM

Folarin Adesuyi- Donor Relations Intern
Tochi Ojukwu- Administrative/ Volunteer
Management Officer
Tosin Olasehinde- Beneficiary Organizations relations
Officer

NAMES
Mr. Olayinka Odunlami 		
Mr. Olusegun Samuel Ajala
Mr. Clement Chukwuka 		
Nwando Okonkwo Ajene

Zainab Alonge- Policy and Advocacy Intern

CPA, MBA
BTECH, MSc.
BSc. MSc.

Boluwatife Sofola- Programs Support /Job
Placement Intern
Faida Ayinla- Programs Support /Job Placement
Intern
Oluwasegun Lamidi- Web/Social Media Officer
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14,000

TRACKING
VOLUNTEER
GROWTH
SINCE 2016

11,000
7,500

4,228
1,516
216

2016
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2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
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Plot 2, Lagos Food Bank building,
Otunba Ologun Avenue,
Off Olu Aboderin Street,
Mangoro,
Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria.
+234 (1) 2918754
+234 (0) 7056817222
+234 (0) 8028741322
+234 (0) 7031295645
contactus@lagosfoodbank.org
lagosfoodbank@gmail.com

www.lagosfoodbank.org
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